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Nada Giuseppe 
Piedmont, Italy

Winery Information 
Located in Treiso, the Nada Giuseppe property, now farmed by Enrico Nada, has two 
main cru sites. Casot is a south and southeast-facing plot with layers of blue and 
grey tufo soils between sand. The estate comprises 9 hectares of vines, much of 
which was bought from the grandfather of Angelo Gaja. The Casot vineyards are 
adjacent to those that are used in Gaja’s Barbaresco. The Nada Family has been 
making wine here since the 1960s.  Farming at this estate is certified organic since 
2017.

Tasting Note 
The color is ruby red with orange reflections. Rich and lively, yet pliable, this red 
delivers cherry, liquorice, tar and light herbal flavours, all balanced with the structure. 
Complex and persistent on the dry finish.

From 0.8ha between two crus, Marcarini and Casot, both with the commune of 
Treiso, at 350m. The oldest vines were planted in 1980 and the youngest in 2012.  
Marcarini is exposed to the southeast whereas Casot faces southwest.  

Primarily from Marcarini, from parcels designated for this bottling, or from young 
vines, or declassified Barbaresco (sometimes a combination of all 3!). Those parcels 
designated for this cuvée usually picked a few days earlier than those parcels 
designated for Barbaresco. 

The three towns of what is now a DOCG are Treiso, Neive, and Barbaresco. They 
form a triangle: Barbaresco in the west, Neive in the east, and Treiso—the smallest 
in acreage and highest in elevation—in the south. Innately, Barbaresco and Treiso 
lean toward elegance while Neive can pack more power and structure.

Technical Notes 
Appellation: Southeast and Southwest, Treiso - Certified Organic 
Composition: 100% Nebbiolo 
Alcohol: 14.5% 
Production: 9,000 bottles

Nada Giuseppe  
Langhe Nebbiolo DOC 2021 

SKU 427650 | 12x750 ml | Spec | $26.99 Wholesale
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